
Aurenda Transport Industry Capability

Introduction
Since 2002 Aurenda have been partnering with employers in the transport industry to reduce injury 
costs. Aurenda specialises in safety, injury prevention, injury management and training services.

How we work
Aurenda specialises in understanding a client’s business from the inside out. We act as an advocate, 
protecting the employer’s interests and mitigating their financial exposures. We provide a one stop 
solution for managing risk and injury in the workplace, whilst reducing the financial and human cost 
for employers.

Aurenda’s proactive approach, managing each and every injury from the time it occurs to return to 
work and closure, shortens recovery timeframes and reduces costs.

Results
Aurenda’s results speak for themselves. In the first year working with a transport company we 
reduce real claims costs by 30% - 60% and have an excellent track record continuing to reduce 
costs year on year with many of our clients receiving a reduction in real claims costs of 80% by the 
5th year of our partnership. These results lead to our clients considering our services to be a profit 
centre, rather than an additional expense.
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• Public transport company 
(Privately operated) 

• 1000+ employees 

• Aurenda reviewed existing 
processes and then 
implemented best practice in 
both risk prevention (OSH) and 
Injury Management 

• Following implementation, 
incurred costs began to 
drastically reduce and have 
reduced by 80% over the past 
5 years. 

• An annual saving of 
approximately $900k
per year

80% Reduction



Testimonial
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Aurenda has been guiding Swan Transit in safety and Workers Compensation management since 
2002. Over the 17-year history, Aurenda’s guidance has been invaluable in creating a safety culture, 
injury incidence record and workers compensation history that puts it as a leader in our industry. 

Aurenda continues to provide training and guidance in safety and injury management to ensure that 
we maintain our safe workplace culture and superior record of claims management. 

We largely attribute our achievement in safety and workers compensation to the partnership we 
have with Aurenda.

Brian Thompson
General Manager, Swan Transit

• Medium size South West general trucking 
company (Privately owned)

• 100+ employees 

• Aurenda was engaged following a period of 
rapid growth that resulted in claims costs rising 
exponentially 

• Aurenda immediately reduced incurred claims 
costs by 96% and maintained costs at a 
significantly reduced level despite the client 
growing by a further 20% since engagement 

• An annual saving of approximately $440k
per year

• Large national road transport company
(long haul road trains and single trucks) 

• 3000+ employees 

• Aurenda undertook a strategic review of the 
Injury Management/Workers Compensation 
program and provided recommendations to 
improve processes and mitigate current claims 
cost exposures 

• Aurenda commenced a trial of our core injury 
management services (9 month duration) and 
reduced incurred costs in the first year by 32% 

• Aurenda were formally appointed and continued 
to reduce costs over the subsequent years leading 
to an 86% reduction since initial engagement 

• Aurenda mentored and trained the clients 
internal resources, upskilling them to the point 
that the client could then manage the day-day 
administration and response in-house with 
Aurenda providing ongoing high level technical 
and strategic expertise 

• An annual saving of approximately $1.23m per year

90+% Reduction

85+% Reduction


